Alcock Co. Park (eBird Hotspot)
GPS Coordinates: 42.8825682,-92.3153687
Ownership: None listed
Description:
Habitat:
Directions:
Amenities:

Sweet Marsh WMA (eBird Hotspot) (Important Bird Area)
GPS Coordinates: 42.821,-92.226
Ownership: None listed
Description:
Habitat:
Directions: Sweet Marsh, south entrance, Segments A & B (Martin's Lake), and refuge in northeast Bremer Co. Enter Tripoli from U.S. 61 going east along Hwy. 92. Where 92 turns north in town, continue east for two miles along C-28/170th St. to the marsh's south entrance, on the north side of the road. The first parking area to the right leads to Segment A and its dike, on the east. The farther parking area leads to the refuge, which is the first water on the left; and to Segment B, farther ahead on the right side of the dike. Also see map at: http://www.jccniowa.org/~icbc/sweetmarshpg.html
Amenities: